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1. CARBON

Misery is a wisdom of this
Kind of heavy mind
See it all in time and never peace of mind
Glowing on the sunrise of it’s kind
The cradle always keeps the peace
The son of God the son of man are never kind

You don’t know a simple word
The simple times of holding on
Realize the selfish of the day gone
Find another tree
Sever ties of caveman never quite the same
Not the same as me and I will go alone
Singular I’m walking there to be

Life is long ties
Life is lonely times in heaven’s days
Heaven tastes of fornication in a boring way
Rolling down the road to peace
Heaven says it’s not the same as me
See the shining harbor in the rain
Falling down the rusty sails again

Feel the sides of the canyon
Beauty springs from those abandoned
See the lights according pleasure
Never feel the touch of passion
Caverns lurk inside the darkness
Tapestries inside the mansion
Elements upon the rolling



2. COALESCE

Tonight open all the windows
You see broken all the window
You shine through the open window
You fly out the open window
Me oh my oh night in the sand
Me oh my oh why is there sad

Age is in a wild surge of gold
Shadows in a mind of bitter cold
Beast of burden all in scattered pain
Feel the luck of all who hear his name

The beast of hallowed wine
Say hallow we
The beast of hallowed wine
Stay innocent

Tonight closing all the empties
To shame effervescent stories
Combine never ending regions
To pry innocent embraces
Me oh my oh night in the sand
Me oh my oh why is there sad

Reaches in a cup of empty wine
Finger touch the sadness of a face
Spectres landing from the space of God
Words of parting leave me in a daze

The beast of hallowed wine
Say hallow we
The beast of hallowed wine
Stay innocent



3. CORE

Seminal content
You sent all the passion
Devious lament
Goin down sound old lessons
Rollin down old lein
Take it down old passions
Taking all the passions

Seminal dissent
Shapes all my miseries
Logic it’s not
Logic it’s need
Save us time
All of this pain

Violence on I am no
Shame on lonely aim
Caught in low
Lonely seem
It’s not the same as me

Seminal dissent
Face all my passions
Crushing in the waves
Nothing for this one
Devious invade
Get all the reason
Getting all the reasons



4. CRUST

Give give give away the sorrow
Give give give away a morrow

Your finest sentiments are cannibals
A fight will meet you there like animals
The pressure down on me are following
They seem a lot to be, I follow them

I see a magic rise, a beautiful
A shimmering too fast, another stone
A frigid dissident that disappeared
A summer innocence, of licorices

Give give give away the sorrow
Give give give away a morrow

Your finest sentiments are cannibals
A fight will meet you there like animals
The pressure down on me are following
They seem a lot to be, I follow them

I see a magic rise, a beautiful
A shimmering too fast, another stone



5. GAS

All the crazy times we had was nothing bad and something new
Heaven sent you
Nothing called upon the nights like cannibals and aliens
That worshipped you
Can you smell the roll of days nothing seems to be the same
And nothing new

To size all it have
To size nothing hate
To size bowl in hate
To size nothing hate
To size bowl in hate

Creepy times we had in there in a car in stale air
While nothing true
Open door and then the flight everyone into the night
You say you will
Took us up into the air took the outer atmosphere
In hallowed ways

To size all it have
To size nothing hate
To size bowl in hate
To size nothing hate
To size bowl in hate

Catastrophic days and nights when we played the line at night
I nothing new
You pitch me in the right of time you will see that nothing more
And sold as new
Then you saw the light appear and the nothing all but fear
And all is new



6. GRAVITY

Rolling down as fast as I have ever seen
Show me once upon a time I want to be
Reason ever coming down I want to know
Crazy as I’ve got to be I have to go

We holding on are going
We are in mourning shame

Searing all the cannibals breaking all the cannibals grief
See the prison holding all the ones who want relief

Holding dead a simple lick of fallacy
Mutant mind must regulate that kind of thing
Traveling to the spaces that are narrowing
Landing on the cells of nervous energy

We holding on are going
We are in mourning shame

Searing all the cannibals breaking all the cannibals grief
See the prison holding all the ones who want relief



7. HEMISPHERE

Look to the skies for your magic
Cold is inside you can’t stand it
Oversize eyes seem like magic
Brave as the metal fantastic

Sweeter than wine is the message
Farther than stars comes the passage
Saving our planet from refuse
Gracing the lives of the traveler

Beasts of the fields are standing
Bodies of water are rising
Orbs of intention are crossing
Lights of the universe landing



8. ICE

Cold as night
Say it will
Measured as a firelight but distant still
Cold is me
Old is you
Dreaming of a silver time a silver spoon
Holding sweet
Staying still
Captured by a beam of light to nothing will
Keep it real
Keep it clean
Regulate the many thoughts with heavy dreams

Deliver us lonely
Listen hard for the only
To take the juices of only
Light itself isn’t lonely

Particles cast us a simple thing
Life isn’t just for the gnawing pain
Life isn’t just in the sparkling sky
Life didn’t come upon instant cries

Precious sail
Water days
Endless coefficient in a haunted way
Growing weak
As it should
Others built by carbon’s base the same as you
Holding near
Say it’s good
Never ending cycle spinning like a fool
Catch a clown
Keep it near
Laughing like a master who is never there

Deliver us lonely
Listen hard for the only
To take the juices of only
Light itself isn’t lonely



9. MAGMA

Sink it into the nests of
Vials of awful pain
Shimmering goblets of hemlock
Filling with cleansing rain
Changes of inhibitions
Cowering under the robes
Favoring inhibitions
Over the rock of the slain

Cradle of bad religion
Nothing is overgrown
Shiver the everyday baby
Nothing to bring you home
Buying the insurrection
Stepping inside of the hole
Characters rising from insects
Satisfy pillars of gold

Cry all sighs
Cry all lay up
Cry all night
Simple payoff
Kiss my will
Choose a reason
If you can
Stop the bleeding

Pressing on times
Chill out all measure
Who to define
Symbols of pleasure
Seeming to be
Wandering in fields
Calling down to see
What isn’t real



10. ORBIT

In the night we fall into
Shape of things are calling you
Sound of many voices bearing down on me

We’re living on the edge of light
We’re shaking in another time
Hands of many bodies reaching from the sea

In the night I see you still
Feeling strong against your will
We will start a journey into heaven’s gate

For the walls are closing in
And the air is growing thin
If this takes us to another wretched sea

Save a space to call my own
In a world with nothing wrong
Dig a hole inside a living memory

Waiting for the stars to fall
Waiting for the siren’s call
Looking up is looking inward for the free

Innocence is something new
In a space for time we knew
Cast a shadow for a time that’s gone away

In a dream I call your name
It is empty just the same
Cannot hear me as I quietly go on



11. PLATES

Some sennet guy for have to see
A crazy muscle springing have to be
Simple test of wills are yet to be
Burning down to ashes to be free

Your rat cage
Tonight
Peace I pray
Tonight
Grab secret
Tonight

A camel’s feet are nothing short of lies
The humps appearing from a silver sky
Tag along the zoo of infidels
Into the blackest space the heart of hell

Regal Sundays
Tonight
Fright fright fright
Tonight
Cheeps
Tonight



12. POLES

Me
What will I become
Shadows in a river low
In the run

Say
When will I be seen
Nothing in my hollow pool
Have it all at sea

Grays
Why don’t you believe
Having all my mouse revealed
Have it all at sea


